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I would like to personally thank you for watching the Origins program. Origins was a special program, near to the heart of my late husband, Russell Bixler.

I trust that the information in this presentation will be helpful in your study of creation science. Thank you for your prayerful and financial support of Origins... you’re making the television production of this program possible.

Norma Bixler
Our galaxy is the center of the universe, "quantized" redshifts say.
Light waves from distant galaxies are longer (redder) than normal.
The farther the galaxy, the bigger the redshift.
Newer data continues to support Hubble's law
Astronomers have confirmed that redshifts are in regularly-spaced groups

“Quantized” Redshifts

Napier & Guthrie, J. Astrophys. and Astron., 1997
... etc ...
Hubble’s law changes groups of redshifts into groups of distances.
Galaxies form concentric shells around us
Moving away from the center would change the distances
Moving away from the center would smear the distance groups.
We are amazingly close to the center — within one million light-years of it

Probability less than one in a trillion
The big bang theory can’t tolerate a center

No center on surface

Our space only the surface
Our central position is **scientifically important**

Quantized redshifts are evidence:

- **Against** the big bang theory
- **For** a cosmos with a center:
  - Humphreys “White hole”
  - Hartnett’s “nearby waters”
  - Gentry’s orbiting galaxies

And—
- Smoller/Temple “White hole”
A recent secular cosmology has also adopted a center

Proceedings of the National Academy of Science, September 30, 2003
Shock-wave cosmology inside a black hole

Joel Smoller and Blake Temple
Dept. Mathematics, U. Mich and U. C. Davis

Cosmos:
- Expands out of a white hole
- Has a center
- Makes shock waves
Our central position is **spiritually important**

**Refutes** secularists:

“... the delusion that we have some privileged position in the cosmos ...” — *Carl Sagan*

**Affirms** scripture:

“... in the midst ...” — *Genesis 1:6 ESV*

“... the creation was subjected to futility...” — *Romans 8:20 ESV*
Our galaxy is the centre of the universe, ‘quantized’ red shifts show

D. Russell Humphreys

Over the last few decades, new evidence has surfaced that restores man to a central place in God’s universe. Astronomers have confirmed that numerical values of galaxy redshifts are ‘quantized’, tending to fall into distinct groups. According to Hubble’s law, ‘distant’ galaxies are receding from the observer, the distance of it...
Quantized redshifts restore mankind to a central place in the cosmos

“When I consider Thy heavens ... What is man, that Thou art mindful of him?
— Psalm 8:3a, 4a KJV
A computer can hold billions of bits of data. But, DNA the size of the head of a pin contains enough data to fill a stack of books reaching from the Earth to the moon - 500 times over!

Now, think of the billions of dollars & hours of research it took to develop the computer. No scientist would ever look at a computer & think it was the result of chance random processes.

Yet these same scientists look at DNA and insist it arose through evolutionary processes!
"Starlight & Time"
by Russell Humphreys, Ph.D.
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